Attached is information about the Drew summer tennis camp which will take place at the Summit Tennis Club. While the Drew courts are being resurfaced this summer, the STC will be the host site for the summer camp. No other club in the area makes as strong a commitment to junior tennis as the STC, and I am proud to be their Director of Tennis as well as the Head Men’s and Women’s Coach at Drew University. Built in 1908 Summit boasts seven of the best maintained Har-tru courts in the area. The junior camp is for all levels and will cover all aspects of the game. Extensive video analysis is available not just for technical awareness but also for decision making during matches. Summer camp is available to non-members. All programs will be directed by me and I will also be available for junior and adult private lessons. Program spaces are limited so please respond ASAP. If you have any questions or are interested in the junior membership which allows participation on the teams and BBQ please call me anytime either at the 908-405-1994 or 973-408-3115, or via e-mail at jbrandes@drew.edu and if unsure of the appropriate ability level, please call and we can schedule an evaluation. Also if transportation is a problem, let me know and I will try to coordinate carpooling.

Sincerely,

Jeff Brandes
Head Coach
Men’s & Women’s Tennis
Drew University
36 Madison Ave,
Madison,Nj, 07940
www.drew.edu
office) 973-408-3115

Protuff Tennis Academy @ the Summit Tennis Club

Jeff Brandes took over the helm of Drew's men's and women's tennis program during the summer of 2005 after serving as the Rangers' assistant coach from 2002-2004. As Drew's assistant coach, Brandes helped guide the men’s tennis team to a 13-0 record and two Freedom Conference titles and the women’s team to a 9-3 record and its first ever Freedom Conference title.

A graduate of the University of Rhode Island with a degree in Marketing, Brandes has amassed numerous years of coaching experience in a variety of settings. Upon graduating from URI, Brandes was an independent teaching professional, building a private lesson and client base. He went on to serve as the Director of Pro Tough Tennis Academy at the Inman Sportsclub, where he was responsible for the designing, marketing and managing of the start-up academy. He also recently co-directed and managed another high level academy with former Wimbledon quarterfinalist Colin Dibley in nearby Gillette, NJ. Other director of tennis stints have included the Murray Hill Health & Racquet Club, the Brookhill Club, and the Shackamaxon Country Club.

Jeff’s playing background includes 4 years of Division 1 collegiate competition and two years of various pro tournaments including the Canadian Airlines satellite circuit. His teaching experience encompasses all levels and ages, coaching various women’s traveling teams, as well as nationally ranked junior and collegiate players. He has also obtained USPTA Pro 1 and USTA Level 1 Sport Science certifications.

The Protuff Philosophy: Tennis is a microcosm of life; therefore we believe it is extremely important for juniors to be on a path of excellence, not mediocrity. Even though only a fraction of all students will be pros, treating all of them as if they can will help each of them. The greatest benefit tennis provides is that the diligence, dedication and focus necessary to achieve success on the court can be transferred to any other task or activity, thereby providing students with skills for a lifetime. Our focus is to create an environment where individuals can acquire the techniques and knowledge to accomplish any goals they may have.
Each week is its own session Monday thru Thursday with Friday as a make-up day in case of rain
Ages 5-18 <> All Levels <> Times are 2-4:45pm <> Cost is $190/session
Check payable to: Protuff Tennis <> Mail to: Jeff Brandes, 13 Westgate Drive, Edison, Nj, 08820

Please circle the week/session(s) you wish to attend:                     Total Amount Paid $_________
June 26               July 10               July 17               July 24               July 31               Aug 7               Aug 14               Aug 21

NAME ___________________________ AGE _______DOB ___________ E-MAIL __________________________

ADDRESS _______________________________ STATE _______ ZIP _______________ CITY

HOME #)________________________________________ WORK #)________________________________________ CELL
)#)___________________________________________

EMERGENCY CONTACT & PHONE)________________________________________ DATE

Policies, Release & Waiver: To avoid any confusion, any session change requests after enrolling must be submitted in writing. Every effort will be made to accommodate all requested program schedules; however sessions without sufficient enrollment may be cancelled. Students are grouped based on ability first. Age, size, and sex are secondary. New students will be placed based on the information they provide on the application and after an evaluation period adjustments may be made. There are no make-ups, credits, or refunds. Proper tennis attire and shoes required. In case of inclement weather please call an hour before your time to find out its status. Classes cancelled due to inclement weather will be made up on Friday’s of that week. I acknowledge that I am responsible for determining that my child, who is a minor, is in suitable physical condition to participate in tennis activities. I am fully aware and understand Summit Tennis Club & Protuff LLC does not have on or about the court premises, or employ or contract with any medical services, provisions for ordinary or emergency medical services, including but not limited to emergency cardiovascular assistance. I therefore waive and release the Summit Tennis Club & Protuff LLC, its Trustees, officers and others acting on behalf of the program from any and all responsibility or liability for any injury or damage to myself or my child. Players and spectators shall enter and use the facilities at their own risk. The Summit Tennis Club & Protuff LLC are not responsible for any loss or damage to person or property for any cause. My signature below indicates my full agreement with the above statements.

Signature
Parent/Guardian________________________________________ Date________________________

Any questions please contact Jeff at (908)405-1994 or (973)408-3115 or, via e-mail at jbrandes@drew.edu